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We make a place without
hunger, where people live
together in harmony
toward child-friendly
environment and selfreliance for the community.

2
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MESSAGE FROM GOVERNING BOARD
Ensuring the rights of every child to life, education, development, and protection are vital to a nation’s growth and success. It is an
obligation for everybody, includes parents, communities, civil society, private sector, media academics, and particularly every
government to respect, protect and fulfill children’s rights. Gugah Nurani Indonesia (GNI) works in 10 provinces in Indonesia to ensure
that the rights of all children, including those most marginalized and disadvantaged, are realized.
At the level of overall partnership framework, we have further strengthened our alignment with GNI’s global strategy and continue to
implement CRC (Child Right Center) & CDC (Community Development Committee) in a comprehensive manner to enhance
accountability and to make programs and projects sustainable.

Concrete steps have also been taken to support projects and programmes jointly with other stakeholders, hence creating a harmonized
approach with smoother operation and administrative processes in order for greater focus to be given to project implementation. GNI
looks back at a history of more than nine years of partnering with government and other institutions, reaching thousands of children
with development and humanitarian assistance. In response to the country’s increasing capacities and economic growth, the areas of
collaboration have gradually shifted from service delivery at community level towards more strategic policy engagement with
government partners.
Today, GNI is working with institutions on generating knowledge and evidence to identify those children who are excluded from the
country’s overall progress; advocating for better policies and programmes for children; providing high level technical assistance to
government and other partners, testing models and innovations that can offer solutions to long-lasting challenges affecting children;
and forging partnerships and networks to advance children’s rights. While the scope of the GNI programmes may have varied over
time, our mission and core vallue have been aligned with it since the beginning: GNI stands on Indonesia to make a place without
hunger, where people live together in harmony toward child-friendly environment and self-reliance for the community.

Sincerely,

Yongki Choi
Governing Board | Yayasan Gugah Nurani Indonesia
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MISSION
Gugah Nurani Indonesia exists to make the world a place without hunger, where people live together in harmony.
Gugah Nurani Indonesia respects the human rights of our neighbors suffering from poverty, disaster and oppression,
and helps them live self-reliance by encouraging them to have hope.

CORE VALUES
UNIVERSALITY:
We work in any place where
there is a need, regardless
of race, religion, ediology,

CHILD RIGHTS:
We place a top priority on the
rights of the child.

and beyond geographical
constraints.

SUSTAINABILITY:
We promote self-reliance and
the sustainable development
of individuals, families and
comunities. We prioritize
children’s rights above all.
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PARTICIPATION:
We mobilize and organize local
volunteers to participate in
developing their communities.
We work with professionalism,
with transparency in our
financial and operational
reports.

HARMONIZATION:
We create sound global
citizenship that encourages
people to respect one another
and live together in harmony.

PARTNERSHIP:
We work in cooperation with
our local partners who share
their community development
goals.

TRANSPARENCY:
We maintain professional
accountability and
transparently report on the
status of our projects and
finances.

SHARING VALUES:
We encourage as many people
as possible to join Good
Neighbors as sponsoring
members to participate in our
work.

Gugah Nurani Indonesia BRANDING
Branding of GNI focus on United Nations Convention on the
Rights of the Child (UN CRC), Networks, and Advocacy. GNI
runs professional and well developed projects.

UN CRC

NETWORK

ADVOCACY

With the UN Convention on the

GNI encourages local communi-

GNI runs campaigns, public

Rights of the Child as our core prin-

ties to participate in our projects to

activities, and seminars to raise

ciple and steadfast awareness of hu-

instill self-sustaining com-munity

awareness on the importance of

man dignity as our background, GNI

and to establish local partners and

our work to the government and

supports the stringent protection of

governance for new on-going

to the public.

Children’s Rights.

networks.

(Protecting Children’s Rights)
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Knowing the importance of the
partnership, GNI is always opened to start
and initiate to work, cooperate and
collaborate with all party whose mission
and mission is aligned each other.

6
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Building partnerships is one of the basic values adopted by GNI in implementing all community development programs. GNI
believes that as an organisation , GNI will never be able to work alone in the community. To that end, GNI always invites all
stakeholders to jointly build hands of communities based on their needs.
The principle of partnership should be the soul of all GNI staff both at the national level and those at the field level. They are
not recommended to conduct community development activities without the involvement of other parties either from the
government, the private sector or from the community itself.
By partnering, GNI can transmit the values that embrace to partners so that it becomes a universal value in conducting
community development activities. It is admitted that working in partnership is not always easy. It is because working in
partnership starts with both clearly understanding and appreciating each other's unique strengths and competitive
advantages. Without this understanding, it is quit difficult to work in partnership.
As an Organisation who have been working in the community around 10 years, and therefore GNI does understand how to
engage with Government , community leaders, private sectors as well as with other related stakeholders. The partnership
that has been made all this time has enabled GNI to leapfrog the barriers.
Strategic partnerships aren't just an emerging trend in the community development sector - rather, it's emerging as a new
core competency for Organisation to stand and lead across its business. Knowing the importance of the partnership, GNI is
always opened to start and initiate to work, cooperate and collaborate with all party whose mission and mission is aligned
each other.

Sincerely,

Setyo Warsono
Chief Executive | Yayasan Gugah Nurani Indonesia
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PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
GNI contributes to the sustained well-being of children by working on four levels:

•

Children: empowering children, especially the most vulnerable, with good
health, basic abilities and skills (including literacy, numeracy and essential life
skills) that will enable them to be productive, contributing citizens and agents
of change throughout their lives.

•

Households and families: improving household resilience, livelihood capacity
and caregiving capacity. Caregiving includes physical, psychosocial as well as
issues of resource allocation and gender equity within households to ensure
that increased income and assets lead to improved child well-being for both

Waste Bank “Berkah” in Medan Belawan CDP contribution to GNI sponsor children’s
education, health, and family income increment.

boys and girls.
•

Community: strengthening the resilience and capacity of communities and
partners to respond topresent and future challenges to child well being,
including disasters.

•

Enabling environment: working to ensure that systems, structures, policies,
and practices (at local,national, regional, and global levels) support and protect
the well-being of children, especially the mostvulnerable and enable
meaningful participation of children.

The Visit of Indonesian Social Ministry in Manggarai Timur, NTT was Facilitated by
GNI Borong CDP
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INCOME GENERATION
Accelerating Sustainability Economic Growth
GNI takes a socio-economic approach that encompasses a wide range of
production and consumption by community-based actors including cooperatives,
self-help groups and social enterprises in order to achieve a sustainable community
& child well-being.

Sustainable Clean Water Access by Community based Management
Inauguration at Jetis Sub Village, GNI Yogyakarta CDP

WATER, SANITATION & HEALTH
Sustainable Clean Water Access by Community based
Management
GNI forming the Water Management Committe to conduct Clean Water Access
project and also invite the staff of Sanitarian from local government health
department to give socialization about Total Sanitation Based on Community and
gives some explanations about water quality check also provide several alternative
solutions to cope with high bacterial contamination, such as boiling water to kill
bacteria and inactivates viruses or providing chlorine in the well or in the water
reservoir to sterilize water, and always do hand washing with soap and clean
running water.
Distribution of Deworming Drugs & Handwashing Soaps at SDN Pantai
Bahagia 03, GNI Bekasi CDP
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EDUCATION & PROTECTION
Investing in People to Build Human Capital
Since 2016, GNI’s efforts have been focused on providing capacity building for
all related people to implement the programme. GNI have conducted capacity
building activities in the forms of: disseminating programme objective to all
stakeholders, training on mainstreaming the leadership & organization
knowledge in development GNIs, training on development of outcome
indicators, and training on action GNI formulation together with community.

Most of these formal and informal groups are in the area before GNI arrived and

Parenting Education Seminar at GNI Menteng CDP

will remain there when GNI phase out. One of GNI’s most valuable roles is to
help key groups come together to focus on local child well-being priorities, help
them find forms of collaboration that make sense in context then strengthen their
capacity if necessary. This enables the groups to address child well-being
challenges effectively both in the near term and in the long term – well after
GNI’s presence in an area ends. Local ownership and capacity are critical to
sustain the improvements in child well-being.

GNI Padang CDP Child Empowering Service (CES) by Story Telling to Educate
Children about Protection their Selves from Sexual Abuse

10
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PARTNERSHIP & NETWORKING
Sustaining Focus on Partnerships for Better Development
Gugah Nurani Indonesia’s flexible approach to local partner is rooted in its
commitment to greater and more sustained impact in the lives of children. Many
different stakeholders take part in the different stages of a child’s life.
Gugah Nurani Indonesia seeks to work effectively with a wide range of groups
and organisations in ways that strengthen and empower them. GNI seeks to
build on its own strategies, roles and capacities to leverage far more resources
and action for child well-being. Partners can include government, churches and
other faith-based organisations (FBOs), non-governmental organisations
(NGOs), community-based organisations (CBOs), local businesses and
informal community groups – including groups of children and youth where this
is appropriate for age and local culture.

Internal gathering Staff, Volunteer and Community Development Committee GNI
Deli Serdang CDP

Handover clean water access project to community in Manggarai Barat CDP

Family Financial Literation Training by Universitas Budi Luhur in cooperation
with GNI Bogor CDP

annual report 2017
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Figures of

Gugah
Nurani
Indonesia
in 2017

Education and Protection

25,432 Participants
Gugah Nurani Indonesia has provided proper education to the children whose rights of educa-tion
are deprived due to poverty, child labor, and discrimination.

Partnership and Network Building

1,034 Participants
Gugah Nurani Indonesia became partner with local communities through Community Development
Committee (CDC) in every project site. We responded to the needs for good governance of people
in an efficient, strategic, and democratic way through cooperation with governments, peer NGOs
and UN agencies.

Health

29,622 Participants
Gugah Nurani Indonesia strived to protect the precious lives of children and their families by
providing basic medicines, medical services, and health education.

12
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Humanitarian Relief

Child Rights Protection

550 Participants

9,164 Participants

Gugah Nurani Indonesia conducted quick and professional relief for those suffering from natural and

Gugah Nurani Indonesia made sure that educational institutes including kindergartens and

man-made disasters. We struggled to bridge those humanitarian operations with long-term

elementary schools across actively conduct child rights education while launching campaigns

reconstruction and rehabilitation projects with the aim of reconstructing a stable and resilient

against child sexual abuse and other forms of violence in cooperation with the Indonesia National

community.

Police Agency.

Water and Sanitation

Cooperation With Alliance & Coalition

4,749Participants

5,419 Participants

Gugah Nurani Indonesia improved the access to clean and safe water and provided sanitation to

Gugah Nurani Indonesia conduct advocacy projects, Cooperation with alliance and coalition such

thousands of communities to protect them from daily threats to life.

as campaigns, government polices, and seminars to promote our projects and raise awareness
of governments or the general public as part of citizenship education.

Advocacy

Community Development Committee

12,925 Participants

330 Participants

Gugah Nurani Indonesia mobilized campaigns and developed training programs to protect the rights

Gugah Nurani Indonesia promotes good governance by building the capacity of vulnerable groups,

of socially marginalized people, especially children, women and minorities. We pioneered efforts to

particularly women, to participate in the democratic decision making process of the community by

end inequality by raising awareness in communities and urging change in society.

establishing Community Development Committees (CDC), the core actors of projects as they
actively participate and provide key decision in the planning, implementation, monitoring and
evaluation of all Gugah Nurani Indonesia’ development programs.
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I will diligently go to school for
there is no more reason for not
to; we have nice school building
that protect us from rain and sun
beams. Thank you!
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25,432

SPECIAL GIFT

Participants

to Compang Children at Manggarai Barat CDP

Gugah Nurani Indonesia supported children in our community projects to access better
education not only by providing financial assistance –including tuition fee, scholarship,
school uniform and supplies– but also to promote facility operation, such as school, toilet,
drinking water pumps, and nurse’s office construction. In addition, to improve learning
process, we provided training for teachers. To improve competency of local community
members, we operated literacy workshops and vocational training.

Hello! I am sponsored children of Gugah Nurani Indonesia from Compang Village,
Manggarai Barat CDP. We are students from PAUD Nurani Compang. I am happy to
finally have school building. Before that, my friends and I used to study at community
member’s house. We did not have desk or any toys at that time. But now, we have our
school building, equipped with toys and books! I feel very happy. The class room is nice.
It has a library inside. I have desk to study and educational material too. I will diligently
go to school for there is no more reason for not to; we have nice school building that
protect us from rain and sun beams. Thank you!

• Programs and Beneficiary:
• Education Infrastructure Development – benefitted 12,975 children
• Education Programs and Curricula Development and Improvement – benefitted 478
children
• Financial Assistance – benefitted 10,417 children
• Rights to Education Awareness Raising – benefitted 1,562 children

16
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PAUD Nurani Compang school construction is funded
together with Mangosoft, FEBC Happy Jakarta, Kitabisa.com, Tunas Muda School, JIKS and individual donors.

Local Fundraising Project

Teacher Training Program

Children’s Rights Support Project

A Center For All, A
Village For All

A Letter From
Kulonprogo

Story Telling For
Protecting Children

Rawa Badak Selatan is a slump area in North Jakarta. Its
educational environment is weak, with 71% illiteracy rate
and unemployment rate of nearly 86%. Gugah Nurani
Indonesia has been started operating Child Right Center
in July 2012 to support residents suffering from poverty
and unemployment. In September 2017, Child Right
Center was completed, equipped with a computer room, a
counseling room for children and teens, and a training
room for income generating activities for local residents
and integrating with Rumah Belajar Jala Samudera (CSR
Program in Education Sector of Jakarta International
Container/ JICT).

GNI was invite the teacher in Pendoworejo Village,
Kulonprogo District for training program in September
2017. The training course remind me that a teacher
should not only teach knowledge but also support the
development of well-rounded individuals. These days,
other teachers and I are discussing how to positively
influence our students and Indonesia in general.
The participants hope that the seeds of education
planted in their working area can bring good change for
Indonesia start from their community in Pendoworejo

There is a very special performing arts group at Gugah
Nurani Indonesia, which performs puppet shows in order
to help in explaining sexual violence to children and make
understand how to prevent and report it. The puppet show
is a part of Gugah Nurani Indonesia’ worldwide education
programs on children’s rights, and it’s been adapted to the
local circumstances of Indonesia in order to be performed
in community center and public schools. The puppet
shows teach children to be aware of their rights to protect
and be safe from any form of violence. We hope to see
the program settled in Indonesia school system so it can
reach and protect even more children in the future.

Village, Kulonprogo.
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We worked to raise awareness
among residents about disease
prevention through classes/
workshops , Village Health
Committee Mobilization and
Training and Community Health
Worker Training.
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29,622
Participants

Gugah Nurani Indonesia established and operated medical facilities, provided medicine,
medical check-up and vaccinations service for children and community who did not have
access to basic medical services. In addition, we offered nutritious meals to mothers and
children under the age of five to reduce infant mortality rates, and worked to raise
awareness among residents about disease prevention through classes/ workshops ,
Village Health Committee Mobilization and Training and Community Health Worker
Training.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

20

Medical check-ups for 10,705 children
Nutritious meals for 8,126 children and mothers
Vaccinations and vermicides for 488 people
Medical facilities for 4,936 people
Sexual and Reproductive Health (Family Planning) for 1,730 children
CHW Training and Activities for 263 people
Neglected Tropical Disease (NTD) Management for 263 people
Village Health Committee Mobilization and Training ) for 54 people
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Make sure that no one is left
behind…
Indonesia Ministry of Health conducted Cuci Tangan Pakai Sabun (Handwashing using
Soap) campaign, thus for this activity Borong CDP cooperated with local health center to
facilitate the campaign. For month of June, Borong CDP carried out series of activities
related to health. Starting from Handwashing Campaign for 353 students in two
elementary schools. The children got the chance to practice directly on how to wash
hands correctly as well as learning about its importance. While for adults, Borong CDP
focused on giving education towards pregnant women and lactating mothers with
Socialization of Kartu Ibu & Anak (KIA) or Mother and Child Card. KIA is a governmentprovided books which consist of health information from the very beginning of pregnancy
up to the children 6 years old. The information in book was explained to the participants.
Around 123 people attend the socialization. For children under five years old, Borong
CDP cooperated with four local health posts to run Feeding project. The project provides
supplementary nutrition intake for toddlers and pregnant women. The food provided was
cooked and distributed by cadres. Several months after implementation, it is shown that
there is an increase of weight from the beneficiaries.

Mother and Child Card is a government
provided books which consist of health
information from the very beginning of
pregnancy. The information in book was
explained to the participants.

Water & Sanitation
annual report 2017
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4,749

Clean Water Brings Change in

Participants

Borong CDP
• 178 people have participated in behavior change program, conducted for sanitation
(CLTS, SLTS, PHAST, CATS)
• 1651 people have received basic WASH related kits or material (/equipment)
• 2821 people have attended the Campaigns to improve water sanitation condition
Borong, the capital city of East Manggarai, East Nusa Tenggara Province, has plenty of
rainfall due to 8 months of rainy season through the year. However, there is no reliable
infrastructure to utilize the rain water for a clean drinking water. The locals drew water
from a pond near their village for drinking, where the water was contaminated by mud
and livestock excrement, increasing the risk of water-borne diseases. Children struggled
to go to school because they had to climb up and down the mountain trails to get water
supply all day long. Gugah Nurani Indonesia Borong CDP have built water supply
facilities at the most appropriate place under the Community Development Committee
(CDC) management and have trained the locals to maintain the facilities independently.
As a result, children do not need to climb the mountain to get water anymore and are able
to go to school. This has inspired social change to the locals to take more active roles in
improving their community.

Gugah Nurani Indonesia has built wells, drinking water tanks, and water purification
facilities to provide safe drinking water and increase the access to water supply, while
adding more restrooms and water treatment facilities to protect the locals from waterborne diseases. In addition, we ensure that the locals participate in this program by
creating and getting involved in hygienic community through self-maintained water
facilities and managing community-based awareness activities on health and sanitation
for children and the locals.
• 80 people get access to the wells, water tanks, and safe drinking water
• 19 people have become WASH Committee

22
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“We had to walk over an hour to draw water from the
pond. After the water tabs were built, now we can go
to school and we do not have a stomach-ache
anymore.”
GNI Sponsor Children from Borong CDP

Income Generation
annual report 2017
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1,488

Medan Belawan CDP Income Generation Project
“Dari Sampah Jadi Berkah” (From rubbish to

Participants

blessing) Obtaining an Appreciation

Gugah Nurani Indonesia has conducted various profitable projects tailored to each
community, such as agriculture development, managing livestock project, micro-finance,
startup support, and vocational training. In addition, we are challenged to make a
sustainable social economic development model by applying appropriate technology that
reflects the locals’ demand, while creating job vacancies through social enterprises and
cooperatives.

Waste Bank Berkah initiated by Gugah Nurani Indonesia (GNI) successfully attained the

• 333 participants take part in expanding business opportunities of community
members through social and solidarity economy projects program
• 1008 participants take part in enhancing business capacity and entrepreneurship of
community-based economic organizations and members
• 5 participants take part in livestock industries program
• 111 participants take part in community enterprise seminar
• 31 participants take part in small businesses program

24
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Best Category Award in the event of Waste Bank Appreciation-North Sumatra Green and
Clean 2017.
This award was given to Waste Bank Berkah for its contribution to education, health, and
family income increment in Belawan 2 village, Medan Belawan Subdistrict.
•
•
•
•

In Education Sector, 2 members of Waste Bank exchanged their balance (IDR
450.000) for children education need.
In Health Sector, 8 members exchanged their balance (IDR 40.000) for health
check-up.
In Economy sector, Waste Bank Berkah had exchanged their saving balance for
household needs for IDR 11.639.000 throughout 2017.
All transaction and financial report in Waste Bank Berkah have been computed for a
transparent administration.

Cooperative

Borong CDP Horticultura Project

Wae Reca-Borong’s farmer has struggled to feed their
family with monthly earning of less than IDR 40.000. After
hearing about the horticultural project, they visited Gugah
Nurani Indonesia Borong CDP and joined the project. The
members of the cooperative led the entire processfrom
buying bean spawns, to building bean cultivation in order
to fix the bean selling price. As a result, their family was
aware of their income increased by 80% and they are
recently opened a small shop selling beans and
vegetables with the profit attained from the project. The
cooperative members returned some of the profit as well
as the capital to their community for its development.
*Social economy: An economy that encompasses a wide
range of production and consumption by communitybased actors including cooperatives, self-help groups and
social enterprises in order to achieve a sustainable
community.

Appropriate Technology
Integrated Sanitation – Clean Energy
Development Program

Social Enterprise
Sukabumi CDP Profitable Project
“Jerky Beef Made of Cassava Leaves”

Children in Bangka Kantar, NTT - Indonesia had to
depend on a small oil lamp when they did homework or
went to the bathroom because they did not have
electricity. Small oil lamps are easily blown out and highly
flammable. Moreover, the price of kerosene is so high that
the children were always running out of time studying. In
August 2017, Gugah Nurani Indonesia, Yayasan Rumah
Energi, and Korean Donaturs built the biomass system,
which changed the lives of many residents in the village.
The biomass system installed on the biomass tank during
the day and turned into light and energy during the night.
Residents could use safe head lanterns instead of
dangerous and expensive oil lamps. All these biomass
appropriate technology adapted to meet the needs of the
residents. Currently, Biomas is contributing to continuous
job creation in the community as a social enterprise
project securing sustainable and accessible energy to
people.

Pasawahan village is located in the Cicurug sub-district,
Sukabumi, and considered as an extremely marginalized
area. The villagers are majorly rely (/depending) on
farming(/agriculture) (78% of population), while the rest of
the locals are mainly peasants (18% or population). Their
sole agricultural commodity is cassava (Singkong; in
Bahasa Indonesia) which they harvest from the nearby
mountains. The villagers face some difficulties in selling
cassava due to low added value of the commodity and
high market barriers imposed by middleman. Gugah
Nurani Indonesia and the local community have created
an innovation by processing the cassava leaves into jerky
beef, and subsequently established a social enterprise.
We hope that this project will bring hope, as well as
ensuring the stable income to the people in Pasawahan.
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We support the children who had
lost their homes and families to
overcome the psychological and
emotional difficulties/ burden as
soon as possible.
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550
Beneficiaries
Landslide Emergency Relief at Pendoworejo Village, Girimulyo

We Are
Dreaming
Again

Sub District, Kulon Progo District, Yogyakarta support 120
people
Disastrous avalanche on November 29th 2017 has destroyed 8 sub-villages in Pendoworejo
Village, Girimulyo, Kulonprogo, Yogyakarta. Local officials(/authorities) such as BPBD, Baznas,
Basarnas, Kampung Siaga Bencana, Bankom Renggolawe, Bankom Pandawa, GNI, Polisi
(/Polri), TNI, etc directly supported the affected villages by evacuating those area, especially
Ngroto sub-village. The main road in the province has been completely covered by mud, causing
it to disconnect the access to several area such as Girimulyo, Samigaluh, and one other village.
Local government established an emergency barrack at the village hall. GNI has held a
coordination meeting to accommodate the objectives to assist management with other officials
Local authority KSB (Kampung Siaga Bencana) distributed daily need such as clothing and
kitchenware to the severely-damaged-house victims. As GNI and Village authorities had
discussed, they agreed upon several outcomes. Village authorities have mentioned that other
local parties had sent aids (except for rice), thus GNI sent over other item such as pairs of boot(s);
drinking water; emergency lantern; mosquito repellent;, food ingredients such as rice, veg oil,
and other ingredients; toiletries; medicine such as anti-diarrhea medications, essential oils, and
flu medications; and kitchen appliances such as pots, pans, and gas stove for the emergency
kitchen.

28
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Gugah Nurani Indonesia conducted eight emergency relief
actions in 2017, including early response to natural disaster,
road reconstruction, and post-disaster response such as
delivering food supplies. We also provide psychological first
aid for the children in the affected area such as in Pidie Jaya
District, on January 23rd 2017, while particularly in Rawasari
and Raya Village we distributed hygiene kit for children. The
psychosocial support is usually surpassed by other urgent
necessities, which in contrast it was essential for the
children/juvenile to retain their emotional stability after the
disastrous event. We support the children who had lost their
homes and families to overcome the psychological and
emotional difficulties/ burden as soon as possible.

FUNDRAISING PROJECT& CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES
GNI was established in 2008 and ever since has driving force to make a change for the
Indonesian society concerning community relief and development It has been also leading
some innovative campaigns and building awareness among people for international
solidarity, social justice and child protection. In 2017, GNI adapted the Good Neighbors
International Global campaign and successfully extended the Global Citizenship Education
program to Child Empowering Service. It also ran various projects to raise awareness on
global poverty and children’s rights, encourage the public to join the activities through
donations and voluntarily work. In 2017, Gugah Nurani Indonesia Local Fundraising was
able to support several projects. We are very grateful to Indonesian donors and partnerships
for all these supports. In addition to support GNI PAUD Project in Manggarai Barat and 20
stoves in Borong, NTT, Indonesian donors sponsored nearly 250 children throughout
Sukabumi, Deliserdang, Bogor, and Borong CDP, providing them with tuition, books,
supplies, meals, medical assistance, and more.

Hope Letter Campaign

conducted various advocacy and fundraising activities to

Indonesia Tourism Development Center CSR Program

GNI has been carrying out the Hope Letter Campaign
since 2009 to encourage students to become members of
one harmonious world society respecting diversity in
mutual solidarity. In 2017 there were 1000 students from 2
schools took part at the fifth session of the Hope Letter
Campaign. The participants were invited to write a letter of
hope to Egi, a young boy living in Borong, NTT and for
children in Bogor. 11 participants were selected to visit GNI
Bogor CDP, meet sponsored children and do some
voluntary work.

raise donations & awareness on the importance of Early

GNI & Indonesia Tourism Development Center cooperating

Childhood Education during 2017.

management to assistance program of birth certificate In

PAUD Project
The PAUD Project is a whole-year campaign to provide
school buildings for children in Manggarai Barat CDP that
struggle with limited access to education facility. GNI

Charity Concert
FEBC Charity Concert took place in April, 2017 at Usmar
Ismail Hall in Jakarta. Gugah Nurani Indonesia was the
charity partner of the event. This event was organized by
FEBC youth community. This became an unforgettable as
it brought together over 500 musicians and guests. It was
also hosted by Indonesian-Korean Community. At the
event, Gugah Nurani Indonesia raised funds for our PAUD
Project in Manggarai Barat, NTT (East Nusa Tenggara),
and shared our rebuilding efforts by showing a video
presentation and displaying a photo gallery capturing our
project in Manggarai Barat CDP.

the village buffer of “special economic zone” tourism
mandalika.
Through the program, we expect that the ownership of birth
certificate is able to:
1. Support children to be easier for accessing school
activities such as: scholarship, school enrollment
procedure, etc.
2. Prevent early marriage case because no institution is
able to manipulate the age of the children
3. Support children in the future when they apply for a job
4. revent divorce among the parents, because divorce
affect to neglect of child’s welfare
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GNI Partnership & Advocacy framework has further focused on the realization of structural and longterm changes through the promotion of partnerships and alliances with civil society to strengthen
their capacities, coordination and active engagement in decision making processes at different
levels. Increases through careful analysis of local context and the understanding of local context
socially, culturally, politically and economically.

APPROACH
TO ACHIEVE
CHILD WELL
BEING
THROUGH
PARTNERSHIP

& ADVOCACY

Other element that contributes to sustainability of project outcomes are identifying and testing best
practices and creating models that can be replicated in other areas or by other actors after project
completion. One way to strengthen local civil society and thus create sustainability is by having a
“learning partner”. This has not only contributed to a further alignment of our projects with the
sustainable development approach but also to evidence based programming.
We have further strengthened the engagement of government bodies, communities, partners and
other stakeholders in our projects from the inception phase (ex. baseline study processes and
validation workshops), which has already shown positive results in enhancing the ownership of
different stakeholders and their long-term vision for structural change.
GNI has also been concerned in budgeting in order to avoid creating dependency between actors.
Taking the lessons learn from the previous partnership & advocacy framework into consideration,
efforts have been made to systematically integrate sustainability into the project cycle management
of current programms
Post-intervention studies and learning from them is key in ensuring sustainability in the future
projects to achieve child well being approach by :
•

•
•
•
•
•

Focuses GNI’s programmes on contributing to sustained well-being of children, including
GNI’s child well-being targets, and thus is a key vehicle helping a national office put its
strategy into action brings together good practices in GNI, including development, disaster
management, advocacy, partnership, sectors, and design, monitoring and evaluation
(DME)
Integrates sponsorship as a core part of programming.
Empowers communities and local stakeholders to work together towards child well being,
Builds the local leadership and ownership essential for sustainability development
Supports effective participation of children and youth in efforts to improve child
wellbeing in the short term and the long term
Embeds learning throughout the programming process, building on and integrating.
By: Henricus M. W. P, MM, MPd – GNI Partnership & Advocacy Specialist
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Gugah Nurani Indonesia Joint Civil Society Organizations
Alliance On Ending Violence Against Children
Gugah Nurani Indonesia together all alliance members collaborate to:
•

Support the secretariat of CSO Alliance to accelerate the advocacy work on enacting of legal
instrument and aligning joint agenda with key Ministries

•

Produce and disseminate promising practices book on prevention and respond to violence against
children

•

Build the capacities of CSOs Alliance members on EVAC related to INSPIRE agenda for Pathfinder
countries, through participating in webinars, exchanging forum and seminars/ training organized by
UN agencies/ GO/NGOs, and facilitate children consultation for Voluntary National
Review of SDGs implementation that will be contributed to High Level Political Forum 2019

Support The Ministry of National Planning Agency Consolidation of Civil
Society for SDGs
GNI Involved in Process of formulating the National Action Plan of SDGs in Indonesia. The Agenda of
this meeting is very necessary for GNI Action Plan because we work base on UN Child Right Convention
& Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) particularly by exposuring of Ministry of National Planning
Agency strategy related to National Action Plan of SDGs and Filling the Action Plan Matrix by All
Participants from Indonesia Civil Society Organization.

Training and National Workshop Preparation of Alternative Reports
to the Rights Committee UN Child Right Convention
The purpose of this stage is to make future plans related to the steps of the GNI &Indonesian Child
Proclamation Network to prepare an alternative report to the Committee of UN CRC by Identifying child
issues that will be the focus in alternative reports by Review the Indonesian Government reports on Period
5 and 6 in 2019, Conduct legal review, policy and review program and exercise writing: draft the report
with attention to the guidance of report writing from the Committee.
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GNI Partnership & Advocacy
Ministry of National Planning Agency Conducted Focus Group
Discussion National Strategy for Handling Non School Children
GNI get connection in handling Non-School Children case in CDP with the Policy
Direction of the National Midle Term Development Plan (RPJMN)2015-2019 to
ensure the fulfillment of the right of the population to obtain quality education
services to the level of secondary education.
Bappenas in cooperation with UNICEF implement the National Strategy of Handling
Non-School Children (Stranas ATS). Therefore, to confirm the role of GNI as Non
Government Organization in the data collection and / or handling of Non School
Children in Indonesia

Children CRBP in Palm Oil Plantation
discussion series
ICCO (Interchurch Organisation for Development Cooperation) together with local partner
PKPA (Pusat Kajian dan Perlindungan Anak) selected ten villages at palm oil plantations to
start with implementing the Child Right Business Principles (CRBP) based on the UNGPs
(United Nation Guiding Principles).
ICCO and PKPA translated these into a Child Rights and Corporate Social Responsibility
(CCSR) guide. PKPA engages with palm oil companies and local communities to discuss the
daily difficulties in the villages. E.g. the use of child labor by the parents, low income, lack of
children’s facilities and so on, aiming to eliminate the worst form of child labor and to create
child friendly villages. GNI together with Civil Society Organization partners will check and
see if the situation of families at plantations, including respecting child rights, will really
improve with these commitments of Sinar Mas. However, we see this as a promising start
and we will continue to work with companies who are open to positive change.
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Community Partnership & Network Building

1,034

To support activities that are in line with sustainable development, Yayasan Gugah

Beneficiaries

Challenges in the mobilization of domestic resources include, among others,
unsustainable business activities, programs inefficacy and the inability of multi funding
resource such as Grant, CSR Program, etc to fully reach the designated beneficiaries.
Thus, mapping of all CSR activities that support sustainable development program is
needed in order to create synergy

Gugah Nurani Indonesia support the Community Development Committee (CDC) for
local residents to take initiative in the development of their communities while ensuring
sustainable development for communities through agreements with local governments,
related groups, and national organizations.

Mobilizing Resources for Effective Services
Yayasan Gugah Nurani Indonesia continues to maximize budget distribution efficiently
and effectively by promoting public private partnerships and crowd funding strategy in
order to get support development in various field of our work.
Other potential sources of financing for development in Project implementation are
funding from philanthropy and business actors,donation from Indonesian donor
(sponsor), as well as social funds.
The amount of contributions from philanthropy and business actors will be documented
in the matrix of action GNIs at both national and local levels,so that it can be measured,
monitored and evaluated as part of the achievement of the community development goals
in GNI Project.
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Nurani Indonesia has developed “Increasing Local Role to Global Community” Strategic
and Action of GNI.

Child Empowering
Services Project

6,067
Participant
• 1,146 children protected from potential abuse
• 998 teenagers are equiped with education to prevent child abuse
• 227 parents are equiped with psychological and emotional support.
• 37 teachers are equiped with Training of Trainee to prevent child abuse
• Child Protection :
We provide comprehensive protection services for children victims of abuse, poverty,
hunger and negligence so they could grow up in a safer environment.
• Psychosocial Support :
We implemente psychosocial projects to support children and adolescents suffering
from emotional problems.
• Community Welfare Centers:
We support vulnerable groups among all sponsored children, the elderly, and the
disabled to enjoy a healthier and happier live by managing Child Right Centers.
• Educational Supplies And Gifts In Kind.
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National Children Day
Celebration 2017

3,660
Participant
Gugah Nurani Indonesia has made various efforts to protect human rights of child and
women suffering from injustice and discrimination. We are working to bring changes not
only in the awareness of people but also in government policies by providing education
as well as lobbying on children's rights, social development, gender equality, and child
abuse prevention.

GNI National Children Day Celebration 2017
In collaboration with Miwon Group Indonesia, GNI packed events ranging from dance
and vocal group competitions for children. In this event there was a special arena of
traditional games, such as main egrang, balap bangkiak,. The concept presented by the
committee, especially through traditional game contest.
There were hundreds of children participated from around Medan, as well as from outside
Medan, such as Deliserdang.
This event was also attended by several parties, ranging from the envoys of the big family
of Deli Sultanate, Medan city Chief of Police, Pusat Kajian Perlindungan Anak and Dinas
Pemberdayaan Perempuan dan Perlindungan Anak Sumatra Utara Province.
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SPECIAL REPORT
Child Deliberation of Regional Development Planning
(Musrenbang Anak)
Thursday, 24 August 2017, Gugah Nurani Indonesia, represented by Antok Setiawan
(GNI Bogor CDP Manager) attended a workshop "Participation of Children in
Musrenbang" which was opened by the mother of Lenny Rosaline (Deputy Growth of
Child Ministry of Women Empowerment and Child Protection), he explained about some
Indonesia Layak Anak (IDOLA)/ Indonesia Child Friendly Country is targeted to be
achieved by 2030.
Presented by Deputy Minister for Human Development - Society and Culture, Bappenas.
The government has involved the participation of children through the National Children's
Forum. Directorate General of Community Development, Ministry of Home Affairs,
Directorate General of Development and Empowerment of Village Communities, Ministry
of Village/ Pembangunan Daerah Tertinggal, dan Transmigrasi also provides exposure
on the role of children in Musrenbangdes Deliberation Development Planning

After participating in the workshop, Yayasan Gugah Nurani Indonesia Bogor CDP
distributed the module "TOF Assistance for Children in the Musrenbangdes Process" and
the module "Involving Children in Musrenbangdes" then tried to practice same things in
the module and later the results obtained from the practice to be brought into the forum
child.
Child participation is not born from activities that make children as decoration, (tokenism)
or as a mouthpiece for adults to express their interests. Child participation is not born
from an event shortly after the child is informed of his rights. There is a process that
requires a learning environment, educational steps that do not see the child as an empty
deposit or bank account open for knowledge by the adult. Child participation is not about
the ability of children to speak publicly, to dance in public or to express their views in
public. But his ability to change himself and his environment.

During discussion session, the children participants from the Sigi Children's Forum,
Sikka-Ambawang District, expressed their desire to participate in Musrenbang because
they had not been involved in village planning / meetings to propose their needs.
However, there is a problem in the involvement of children in the musrenbang concluded
by the discussion, namely: almost all Children Forum do not have a sustainable
mechanism and lack of knowledge in planning.
Closing the workshop, Sigi village government, states the positive thing about children's
involvement is: children will be more responsible and maintain a village-related program
of children and play an active role or learn to express their opinions / rights.
Challenges and expectations facing Children's Participation in Musrenbang is how the
outcome of this child's aspirations can be absorbed and followed up after the musrenbang
and how the information reached the child about the success or absence of the
aspirations of the musrenbang
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GNI SPONSOR
CHILDREN &
FAMILY PROFILE
Hilal Rusdi's Profile
Hilal Rusdi is one of Gugah Nurani Indonesia’s sponsor children who excel in the field of
sports Taekwondo. His friends used to call him Ilal. Hilal was born in Jakarta December
2, 2013. Hilal is registered as GNI sponsored children since February 17,2013.

Rozak, 47-year-old, who is Hilal Rusdi’s father is famous as a hard worker, honest and

GNI suport him with:
• Financial Support (in school fee)
• Food Distribution
• After School (Taekwondo)
• Home Visit
• Educational Materials Support
• Feeding Program
• Medical Check Up

various jobs, finally he find a suitable job, the rubish bank, the program which supported

Hilal aspires to be a Taekwondo Athlete, in realizing his aspirations hilal has been

They feel grateful to GNI for helping to develop the talents of their children by helping to

active in Taekwondo activities for 4 years starting from grade 4 SD until now.

finance them. Because if it can be honest, they are only able to meet about 10-15 percent.

Achievements in Taekwondo activities:
• 1st Winner in the POPWIL Championship
• 3rd Place in the POPROF Championship
• 2nd Winner in Taekwondo Championship among students in DKI

He is grateful to have children who excel in academics and also sports. Eventhough he

Now Hilal has reached the blue of Taekwondo belt levelbelt and is determined to continue

Nowdays still there many obstacles, but he is optimistic in the future, that Rubish Bank

practicing until it gets a black belt and gets to National Training Center (Pelatnas) .

can grow better. He believes that everything needs a process and in every process there

helpful person.
Equiped with high school education, he do some work to meet daily needs by trying
by GNI. He has been working for eleven years now.
He is grateful eventhough he is working in a business that is often underestimated, he
finds comfort and can meet the needs of the family. Hilal’s mother helped sustain the
family economy by selling traditional snack.
He realized that taekwondo is a good sport, improving his child's emotional intelligence.
Despite being in the category of sport that cost a fortune, but he did the best.

is still full of limitation but it’s not prevent to share with others.
He is motivated to involved in this program to provide the awareness for the community
that the waste also has a value and can make the village cleaner.

must be something that we could learn in order to achieve perfection.
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GNI FINANCIAL OVERVIEW 2017
Revenues

Revenues:

Expenditures

2017 (%)

Good Neighbors - Korea

97.80%

Good Neighbors - Japan

0.40%

Yayasan Gugah Nurani Indonesia

1.70%

Project
Management

33%

Community
Development Program

49.6%

Research &
Development

11.8%
Emergency
Relief

0.2%
Advocacy

4.7%

Community Partnership &
Networking

0.8%
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GNI Independent Auditor’s Report 2017
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Glossary

Bankom

Bantuan Komunikasi

CSO

Civil Society Organizations

PAUD

Pendidikan Anak Usia Dini

Basarnas

Badan SAR Nasional (Basarnas).

EVAC

Ending Violence Against Children

PHAST

Baznas

Badan Amil Zakat Nasional

FBOs

Faith-Based Organisations

Participatory Hygiene and Sanitation
Transformation

BPBD

Badan Penanggulangan Bencana Daerah

FEBC

Far East Broadcasting Company

CATS

Community Approaches to Total Sanitation

GNI

Gugah Nurani Indonesia

CBOs

Community-Based Organisations

IDOLA

Indonesia Layak Anak

CDC

Community Development Committee

INSPIRE

CDP

Community Development Project

Seven strategies for ending violence
against children.

CLTS

Community Led Total Sanitation

KSB

Kampung Siaga Bencana

CPP

Child Protection Policy

NGOs

Non-Governmental Organisations

CRC

Child Right Center

NTT

Nusa Tenggara Timur

Puskesmas Pusat Kesehatan Masyarakat
UN CRC

United Nations Convention on the Rights
of the Child

SDGs

Sustainable Development Goals

SLTS

School Led Total Sanitation

TNI

Tentara Nasional Indonesia

UPTD

Unit Pelaksana Teknis Daerah

WMC

Water Management Committee
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Gugah Nurani Indonesia
CDP Office
Meulaboh CDP
Jl. Bakti Pemuda Gampong Drien Rampak
Kec. Johan Pahlawan, Kab. Aceh Barat
Meulaboh, Nanggroe Aceh Darussalam
Phone: +62655 7110 044
Email: cdpmeulaboh@gmail.com
Medan Belawan CDP
Jl. Bunga No. 123, Kel. Belawan Dua,
Medan Belawan 20412, Sumatera Utara
Phone: +6261 6945 110
Email: medanbelawancdp.new@gmail.com
Rawa Badak Selatan CDP
Kp. Bendungan Melayu, Jl. Mundari, RT 01 RW 01,
Rawa Badak Selatan, Koja, Jakarta Utara 14240.
Phone: +62 21 43909298
Email: bataviagni@gmail.com
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Menteng Tenggulun CDP
Jl. Menteng Tenggulun, RT 14 RW 01,
Menteng, Jakarta Pusat.
Phone: +62 81392 779900
Email: bataviagni@gmail.com
Cakung CDP
Jl. Tambun Rengas No. 09 RT 006 / RW 007
Kel. Cakung Timur, Kec Cakung
Jakarta Timur 13910, DKI Indonesia
Phone: +62 21 4485 4621
Email: bataviagni@gmail.com
Padang CDP
Komplek Palapa Permai No. 22
Kel. Pasie Nan Tigo, Kec. Koto Tangah Padang
Sumatera Barat 25171
Phone: +62 811 9357 084
Email: cdppadang@gmail.com

Sukabumi CDP
Villa Mutiara Lido 2 Blok A 39 C
RT 004 / RW 001 Benda
Kel. Cicurug, Kec. Cicurug, Kab. Sukabumi 43359
Phone: +62 811 935 7087
Email: sukabumicdp@gmail.com
Medan Deli Serdang CDP
Jln. Karang Luas No. 109, Desa Bulucina
Kec. Hamparan Perak, Kab. Deli Serdang
Sumatera Utara
Phone: +62 811 6080 745
Email: medandeliserdang@gmail.com
Bogor Cileuksa CDP
Jl. Cigudeg Kidul No. 18 RT 001 / RW 007
Kel. Cigudeg, Kec Cigudeg
Bogor, Jawa Barat
Phone: +62 251 8680 129
Email: bogor.cdp.data1718@gmail.com

